
Today I am going to the 
Children’s Museum of Cleveland

- Social Narrative -
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I will bring some of my favorite things, in case I 
need them at the museum.

headphones schedule sensory toy

timer snacks visual supports
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After driving to the museum, we will park in the 
parking lot and walk in the front door.
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First we will wait in line at the Ticketing Desk. 
I will stay with my adult while we wait.
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I will walk past the Gift Shop. 
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Next I can hang my coat in the Coat Room.
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I may stop in the Restrooms or get a drink of 
water before visiting the exhibits.
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Drinking FountainsRestrooms



I may meet a friend before visiting the exhibits. 
I can wait with my adult in the 

Commons or in the Café. 
I can sit in a chair or stand by a table.
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Café Commons 



I will follow the museum rules during my visit. 
The rules will help keep me safe.
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1. Stay with my adult.

2. Use my walking feet.

3. Be kind to others.

Museum Rules:

4. Only eat and 

5. Take care of  
my bathroom 

needs in the 

Restrooms.

drink in the café. 

Café 

Restrooms



Now it’s time to check my museum schedule.
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The exhibits are located on 3 floors. I can use the 
stairs or an elevator.
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Elevator Stairs 



While I’m at the museum, I can:
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� Visit the exhibits

� Play in the Commons

� Read in the Nook

� Take a break in the

Sensory Friendly Room

Reading Nook 

Arts and Parts Adventure City Wonder Lab Making Miniatures

Commons 

Sensory Friendly Room



There may be a lot of people and loud noises at 
the museum. If I need a break, I can:
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1.Wear my headphones

2.Use my sensory toy

3.Use my visual supports

4.Set a timer

5.Go to a quiet space 

6.Take a walk with my adult

7.Take a break  

8.Eat a snack in the café  

9. Ask to go home

in the sensory room.



If I need help, I can find a museum 
staff person in a blue top. 
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Playing Climbing Building

Exploring Art / Reading Dollhouses

I will have fun at the museum. If there’s 
something I don’t like, I don’t have to try it.



When I am all finished, I will get my coat 
and say goodbye to the museum.
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